
Ebuka Achugo
Frontend Developer
Lagos, Nigeria
linkedin.com/in/ebuka-achugo
achugoebuka1@gmail.com
+2349045310883

An adept Front-end developer with over 2 years
programming experience and passion for web design and
development along with hands on experience in designing,
implementing, and rigorously testing highly responsive user
interface components.

Work Experience

Frontend Developer Chequebase.io June 2023 - Current

 Translated the UX designs into responsive, interactive features, using Next.Js, React, Typescript, Tailwind CSS,

Stitches/React.

 Development of the Financial Management Software chequebase.io and integration of API using Next.Js and React

Query.

 Standardized every output using a fresh, mobile-first approach method that is responsive. (Custom-built, screen-

adaptive Flexbox components).

 Developed efficient and reusable front-end components to initialize frontend projects across the entire

organization, ensuring consistency and streamlined development processes.

 Built and integrated a state project (web app with user roles and access levels).

 Engaged in collaborative development with fellow developers to conceptualize, design, and develop the website,

user-dashboard and admin-dashboard.

 Identify API flow problems when integrating APIs and notify the backend team for optimization.

 Collaborated with other team members and stakeholders in Switzerland and Berlin to ensure API’s meet required

specifications from the requirement.

Frontend Developer Ocelot Group June 2023 - Current

 Ensured the technical feasibility of UI/UX designs.

 Translated the UX wireframes and mockups into responsive, interactive features, using React, Styled components,

vanilla JavaScript, React-redux toolkit.

 Led the frontend team and worked along side backend engineers to build a gaming platform.

 Standardized every output using a fresh, mobile-first approach method that is responsive. (Custom-built, screen-

adaptive Flexbox components).

 Built and integrated a state project (web app with user roles and access levels).

 Identify API flow problems when integrating APIs for the gaming platform and notify the backend team for

optimization.

 Collaborated with other team members and stakeholders from United Kingdom and the United States to ensure

API’s meet required specifications from the requirement.



 Translated the design team’s UX wireframes and mockups into responsive, interactive features, using React and

Redux, CSS (with SASS), React UI libraries (including Ant-Design), Styled components, vanilla JavaScript.

 Integrated APIs using react/redux and ensure proper JSON formatting for API response with text format from the

API.

 Standardized every output on the client side using a fresh, mobile-first approach method that is responsive.

(Custom-built, screen-adaptive Flexbox components).

 Spot out API flow issues during the integration of APIs on the merchant and client-side and report to the backend

team for optimisation.

 Built and oversaw the front-end development of the website built for clients and merchants for the lifestyle

product -myhangout.co.

Education

Bachelor of Science in Microbiology (First Class
Honours)

University of Benin, Benin City

Skills

Frontend Development | JavaScript | Responsive design | Version control | Agile Methodology | Test-Driven
Development | Web performance and Accessibility | Leadership/collaboration | Creativity

Tools
HTML5 | CSS3 | SCSS/Sass | Tailwind Css | Bootstrap | Stitches | Theme UI | Webpack | Rest APIS |
JavaScript | TypeScript | ReactJs | React/Redux | Next.Js | VueJs | React Query

Projects

TheOnyxTruth

Web developer | Nov 2022 - Jan 2023

A company whose expertise thrives at the intersection of human resources and data analytics and aids Black employees
and jobseekers find perfect work environment for their state skills.

Zinnywigs

Web developer | Mar 2021 - Apr 2021

Zinnywigs is an e-commerce platform with capabilities for bill payments with a payment system integrated for receiving
money from customers via virtual/physical cards.

PaymiPos

Web developer

Landing page for PaymiPos

Frontend Developer SmadeandSmight May 2022 - Current

https://myhangout.co/

